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Time For Details
The winter holidays are a special time of year, but even

more so when they are spent in a beautiful old house with

friends and family. After nearly two years, the home we have

been renovating is ready for us to move in. Trimmed in holiday

lights, I've never seen it look more special. We moved into the

house December 1st and celebrated Christmas and New Year's

in our new surroundings. So here are some of our latest projects.

My bedroom, aka the guest bedroom, now hosts a queen

size bed in the center of the room rather than a work table and

chop saw. The last hold up was the old wooden plank floor which had been partially replaced 

due to termite damage. Being the original family dining room, the floor had always been 

painted, so I went back with a light gray oil paint which made the room seem bigger. From a 

local auction, I brought home a plantation desk and shaving stand which I added to my art 

corner. I designed and sewed a new bedspread which went around all four sides, and 

incorporated suede, an animal applique, a quilted silk fabric bed skirt and gold fringe, topping 

it off with enough pillows for a harem!

The hand painted armoire is from 1842 and is storage for my sewing machine and fabric. The

roll up shades

match the

bedspread and was

a no-sew project

using a glue gun.

On either side of

the fireplace, I hung

delicate crystal

Murano chandeliers

from Italy in a

shade of bluish

purple. 

I switched on the electric yule log for the

first time in the fireplace. The Windsor chair

is from the late eighteenth or early

nineteenth century. The seat is made of

one large pine plank and worn very smooth

over time.

  

The old bath tub is refinished using a white epoxy paint. 

The Kitchen Island
The kitchen island is a

mid-century mahogany buffet

with inlays which I bought 2nd

hand at Habitat in Durham. It

was in pretty bad shape, but it

had so many wonderful

drawers, doors and slide outs

meant just for storing dishes

that I knew it had great

potential. It was scarred, faded,

and the finish was coming off.

So I went to work scrapping off

the old crumbling lacquer,

gently sanded it down to the

bare wood, re-stained it with

red mahogany, and put on two

coats of old fashioned shellac. 

             

I also removed the originals brass drawer pulls and knobs and cleaned them up by soaking 

them in vinegar and scrubbing them with a wire brush and fine steel wool. The difference was

amazing and the old beauty can be seen once again. 
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Kitchen Lighting

The Fenton Art Glass Company

was  founded  in  1905  by  the  Fenton

brothers in Williamstown, West Virginia.

They operated for over 100 years and

became  the  largest  manufacturer  of

colored glass in the United States and

continued  to  use  the  old  fashioned

methods of blowing and molding glass.

I was hoping to visit  their factory now

that I am so close, but I was dismayed

to find that the went out of business in

2011  so  I'm  a  little  behind  the  times.

But  I  was  lucky  to  find  these  two

adorable  wall  sconces  incorporating

some Fenton glass. I  bought them on

eBay and they were old, probably mid

century  or  slightly  later.  The  brass

backing was tarnished and pitted, and it

came  with  large  contemporary  turn

knob  sockets  and  long  cords  with

plugs. 

The  original  fixtures  had  been

rusted almost black, but you could still  see

some color  they'd  had  on  there,  and  so  I

repainted certain parts.

.

.
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Tromp D'oeil Rug

I've been wanting to paint a floor with a little more artistic flare than one solid color, so I

decided the entrance hall would be a great place to do a tromp d'oeil rug – literally from the

French “deceives the eye”. It looks like a rug, but it's painted on.

First I refinished the wood floor. The planks have been worn over the years of use into

nicely rounded smooth surfaces, and I didn't want to lose that feel by large scale machine

sanding. I wanted to keep lots of the old scratches as a part of history. Also, all the floors in

this house were painted at one time, so I didn't feel the need to remove all the old paint.

Using a small electric hand sander, I sanded about half of the imperfections off to a point

where I could use a stain and make it look evenly coated. 

I began the painted rug project by finding a couple of stencils I liked and putting them 

together to make the design I had in . I  used the stencil for the first layer and for spacing. 

After that, everything was hand painted in successively lighter colors, some up to six layers of

paint for added  depth and shading. Once the colors were all laid, it got six coats of clear 

water based polyurethane as it doesn't yellow like the oil based. It was quite time consuming 

taking me an entire month, but it is a definite conversation piece. 

The front door got a vinyl

treatment that looks like

frosted beveled glass. 

I also got all the prisms hung on the entry hall chandelier.

I'll finish up a few more projects and then I'm taking a break 

from house renovation and making a trip back to Arizona to 

visit friends.
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